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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was designed to evaluate passage behavior and survival of subyearling 

fall Chinook salmon with the newly installed removable spillway weir (RSW) at Lower 

Monumental Dam. For these evaluations, river-run subyearling Chinook salmon were 

collected from 6 June through 1 July 2008. Fish were collected primarily at Little Goose 

Dam, with additional fish collected at Lower Monumental Dam. Study fish were 

surgically tagged with both a radio tag and passive integrated transponder (PIT) tag and 

released either 42 km upstream from the dam (treatment) or 1.25 km below the dam 

(reference). Evaluations of survival were based on detections at lee Harbor Dam, 52 km 

downstream from Lower Monumental Dam. 

Data from fish reaching the forebay entry line from 10 June through 3 July were 

used in the analysis, which included the 28th through the 84th percentiles of the 

cumulative subyearling Chinook salmon passage index at Lower Monumental Dam. We 

released 2,362 radio-tagged fish as treatment groups and 2,071 as control groups. 

Releases were made twice per day during the study period. Treatment fish were released 

40 km upstream from Lower Monumental Dam, which was approximately 31 km farther 

upstream than in previous years. 

Of the 2,362 fish released into the forebay, 1,650 were used in the evaluation of 

relative survival. The number of fish not detected after release was similar to what we 

observed in previous years, and was apparently not affected by the change in release site. 

The fate of the undetected fish was unknown, but likely included loss to predators, failure 

to move downstream to the detection arrays, or downstream movement delayed until after 

the life of the radio tag had expired. 

Average total river flow was 106.4 kcfs during the study period, which was much 

higher than either 2006 (50.6 kcfs), 2007 (38.7 kcfs), or the 10-year average (65.4 kcfs). 

In the last 10 years, there has only been one year (1999) when the average total river flow 

was higher than in 2008. 

Estimated relative dam survival was 0.879 (95% CI, 0.835-0.925), relative 

concrete survival was 0.932 (0.888-0.979), relative spillway survival was 0.920 

(0.864-0.980), relative RSW survival was 0.974 (0.920-1.032), relative turbine survival 

was 0.960 (0.849-1.085), and relative bypass survival was 0.928 (0.866-0.994). All 

estimates were geometric means. Total spillway passage was estimated at 40.4% with 

24% of fish passing through the RSW. Juvenile bypass passage was 46.2% and turbine 

passage was 13.4%. There were 63 fish (2.7% of fish released into forebay) that passed 
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th dam ia an unknown route. Spill efficiency was estimated at 0.404 (95% CI, 

0. 0-0.428 ) fish guidance efficiency at 0.775 (0.749-0.802), and fish passage 
ffi i n at 0.866 (0.849-0.883). Median overall forebay residence time was 2.3 h 
ran 0.3-139.2 h), and median tailrace egress time was 8.2 min (range 

0.4-10,114.4 min). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Assessing and improving fish passage conditions at dams is a primary focus of 

recovery efforts for depressed stocks of Pacific salmon Oncorhynchus spp. and steelhead 

0. mykiss. For juvenile salmonids at Columbia and Snake River dams, the spillway has 
long been considered the most favorable passage route. As early as the 1940s, survival 
estimates of 96 (weighted average) to 97% (pooled) were reported for smelts passing via 
the spillway at Bonneville Dam (Holmes 1952). After installation of the juvenile bypass 
diversion systems at Snake and Columbia River dams, Whitney et al. (1997) reviewed 
13 estimates of spillway mortality published from 1961 to 1995. They found mortality 
rates for fish passing standard spillways most often ranged from 0 to 2%. More recent 
studies of juvenile salmonid passage at lower Snake River dams have indicated that 
survival was highest through spillways, followed by bypass systems, then turbines (Muir 
et al. 2001 ). 

Juvenile anadromous salmonids in the Columbia River Basin generally migrate in 

the upper 3 to 6 m of the water column (Johnson et al. 2000; Beeman and Maule 2006). 

However, at dams on the lower Columbia and Snake River, existing juvenile passage 

systems require fish to dive to depths of 15 to 18 m in order to enter a passage route. To 

provide a more surface-oriented passage route, engineers and biologists from the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers (USA CE) and from state, tribal, and federal fishery agencies, 

developed a removable spillway weir (RSW). 

The spillway weir was designed to be attached to the upstream face of a 

traditional spillway, and a prototype was installed at Lower Granite Dam on the Snake 

River in 2001. Initial evaluations indicated that the RSW reduced migrational delay, 

improved fish passage efficiency, and increased passage survival (Plumb et al. 2003, 

2004). A second RSW was installed at Ice Harbor Dam in 2005. 

At Lower Monumental Dam, a combination of voluntary spill and collection of 

fish for transport has been used to improve passage survival for migrating juvenile 

salmonids, pursuant to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 2000 biological 

opinion (NMFS 2000). A more recent biological opinion calls for dam passage survival 

(through the concrete) of 96% for spring migrants and 93% for summer migrants at each 

project in the federal Columbia River hydropower system (NMFS 2008). 

However, voluntary spill to achieve fish passage survival requirements can 

potentially result in dissolved gas levels that exceed state and federal limits. To reduce 

dissolved gas levels, the USA CE added flow deflectors to the end bays of the spillway at 

Lower Monumental Dam in 2002. With the addition of flow deflectors, new spill 



patterns using all eight bays were developed prior to the 2003 juvenile salmonid 

migration. In 2003, radiotelemetry studies were initiated to evaluate spillway survival 

with the new spill patterns and flow deflectors (Hockersmith et al. 2004, 2005, 2007, 

2008a b; Absolon et al. 2007, 2008a,b). Prior to the 2008 juvenile salmonid migration, 

an R W was installed at Lower Monumental Dam. The present study was initiated by 

ACE Walla Walla District to evaluate passage behavior and survival of subyearling 

fall Chinook salmon 0. tshawytscha after installation of the RSW. 

o specific operations were requested for this study, and thus passage metrics 
were evaluated under extant flow conditions. A bulk spill pattern, with spill not 

exceeding total dissolved gas limits "gas cap" was used through 20 June 2008, with most 

flow passing through spillbays 6 and 8. This "gas cap" was generally reached with spill 

le els of 25-40 kcfs, and was based on maintaining total dissolved gas levels below the 

mandated limits of 120% in the tailrace of Lower Monumental Dam or 115% in the 

fore bay of Ice Harbor Dam. Spill was maintained at 17 kcfs from 21 June through 

31 August. 

This study was conducted with the same telemetry equipment and personnel used 

during the spring evaluation of yearling Chinook salmon and steelhead at Lower 

onumental Dam (Hockersmith et al. in prep). Telemetry equipment was located at the 

ame sites used during radiotelemetry evaluations in 2006 and 2007. 
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METHODS 

Study Area 

The primary study area included a 53-km reach of the Snake River extending 

from the forebay entrance line (0.5 km upstream from Lower Monumental Dam at river 

kilometer 590) to lee Harbor Dam (rkm 537, Figure 1). Data were also obtained from 

telemetry receivers located at Burr Canyon (rkm 571), and several other sites as far 

downstream as the McNary Dam forebay at rkm 472. 
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(rkm 589) 
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(rkm 537) 
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Figure 1. Study area and location of telemetry transects used to estimate survival of 
subyearling Chinook salmon at Lower Monumental Dam in 2008. Transect 
locations were 1 Burr Canyon (rkm 571), 2 forebay of Ice Harbor Dam 
(rkm 538), 3 Sacajawea State Park (rkm 523), and 4 Burbank railroad bridge 
(rkm 518). The forebay, tailrace, and all routes of passage at Lower 
Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams were also monitored. 
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Fish Collection, Tagging, and Release 

River-run subyearling Chinook salmon were collected primarily at the Little 

oo Dam smolt collection facility, with additional fish collected at the Lower 

onumental Dam smolt collection facility. We tagged only fish that were not previously 

tagg d with a passive integrated transponder (PIT), did not have any gross injury or 

deformity, and were at least 95 mm fork length or 10 g. The minimum size criteria were 

cha en to ensure a tag burden of less than 7.5% of fish body weight. Brown et al. (1999) 

found that swimming performance was not affected by tag burdens up to 12% of body 

ight. 

Fish were collected from the smolt monitoring sample until the target number was 

obtained each day. The number of fish tagged each day was not weighted to the passage 

index. For analysis, each day was considered a replicate, so it was important that similar 

number of fish were released each day. Collected fish were anesthetized with tricaine 

m thane sulfonate (MS-222) and sorted in a recirculating anesthetic system. Fish 

r tain d for tagging were transferred through a water-filled, 10.2-cm hose to a 935-L 

tank here they were maintained via flow-through river water for 24 h prior to 

radio-transmitter implantation. 

Radio tags were purchased from Advanced Telemetry Systems Inc., 1 had a 

pr d termined tag life of 10 d, and were pulse-coded for unique identification of 

indi idual fish. To estimate the average size of the tags, twenty seven radio tags were 

weighed and measured, resulting in an average weight of 0.698 g in air. Tags measured 

an a erage of 13 .2 mm in length, on its proximity to the previous boat release location, 

d pth of water in that area, ability to locate release flume at the site, and nearby 5 .4 mm 
 width and 3.7 mm in height, bringing the volume of the tag to 268 mm3
• Fish were 

urgically implanted with a radio transmitter using techniques described by Adams et al. 

1998). During surgery, a PIT tag was inserted with the radio transmitter to facilitate data 

collection on tagged fish and to potentially add data from PIT-tag detections at 

d wn tream facilities. Tagging was conducted simultaneously at three tagging stations. 

Immediately following tagging, fish were placed into a 19-L container (2 fish per 

ontainer) with aeration until they had recovered from the anesthesia. Containers were 

th n co ered and transferred to a 1, 152-L holding tank designed to accommodate up to 

2 containers. Fish holding containers were perforated with 1.3-cm holes in the top 

0.5 cm of the container to allow an exchange of water during holding. During tagging 

and holding all containers were supplied with flow-through water at ambient temperature 

and ere aerated with oxygen during transport to release locations. 

e of trade names does not imply endorsement by the National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA. 
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After tagging, fish were held a minimum of 24 h with flow-through water for 

recovery from the anesthetic and surgery and to determine post-tagging mortality. After 

the recovery period, radio-tagged fish were moved in the recovery containers from the 

holding area to release locations in the forebay and tailrace (Figure 2). 

� 

Treatment fish 
release location 

Reference fish 
release location 

"- Lowe, Monwnental Dam 
Little Goose Dam / 

' Ice Harbor Dam 
0 5 10 

kilometers 

Figure 2. Lower Snake River and Ice Harbor (rkm 537), Lower Monumental (rkm 589), 
and Little Goose Dams (rkm 635) showing release locations for treatment 
(rkm 631) and reference groups (rkm 587) of radio-tagged subyearling 
Chinook salmon, 2008. 
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Treatment groups were released twice per day about 42 km upstream from Lower 

onumental Dam at approximately rkm 631 (Figure 2). To release fish, the holding 

ontainers were first transferred from the holding tank to a similar tank mounted on a 

tru k. During this transfer, all containers were checked for any mortalities, and all tags 

wer checked to confirm they operated properly. The tank on the truck was filled with 

ri r ater prior to the transfer of containers, and was aerated with oxygen during 

tran port to the release area. At the release area, containers were again transferred to a 

tank mounted on an 8.5- by 2.4-m barge. On the barge, the tank was supplied with 

flo -through river water during transport to the release location, and fish were released 

mid-channel using water-to-water transfer methods. 

Treatment fish were released over brief intervals. Travel time to the forebay entry 

line di tributed fish over the diel period. Releases of treatment fish were made twice per 

da . edian start times for morning and afternoon releases were approximately 1010 

and 1400 PDT, respectively. A total of 2,362 radio-tagged fish were released as 

treatment fish in 24 groups of approximately 98 fish per group. For analysis, treatment 

fi h were regrouped based on arrival timing at the forebay entrance detection line. 

Reference fish were transferred in recovery containers to a holding tank on a truck 

in the ame manner as treatment fish, with containers checked for mortalities and all tags 

ch eked for correct operation. Trucks were driven to the release site 1 .25 km 

downstream from Lower Monumental Dam. Upon arrival at the release site, fish were 

maintained with aerated flow-through river water until release. Reference fish were 

r I a ed one or two at a time into the tailrace over a period of 5-6 h during both daytime 

and nighttime hours. Releases were made through a flume that extended a minimum of 

7.6 m from the north shoreline toward mid-river (same flume and location used in 2007). 

The reference group release site was based on its proximity to the previous boat 

r lea e location, depth of water in that area, ability to locate release flume at the site, and 

n arb tailrace conditions observed in a 1 :55 scale model of Lower Monumental Dam at 

th CE Research and Development Center in Vicksburg, MS. For daytime releases 

f reference fish, median start time was approximately 0830 PDT and median end time 

1 10. For nighttime releases of reference fish, median start time was approximately 2030 

and median end time was 0400. A total of 2,071 radio-tagged reference fish were 

releas d in 24 groups of approximately 86 fish. 
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Monitoring and Data Analysis 

Radiotelemetry receivers and multiple-element aerial antennas were used to 

establish detection transects between the forebay of Lower Monumental Dam and the 

primary survival transect at Ice Harbor Dam (Figure 1 ). Receivers using dipole or 

multiple-element aerial antennas were positioned to determine forebay entrance, dam 

approach, route of passage, tailrace egress and downstream detection. The locations of 

fixed sites at Lower Monumental Dam are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3. An 

additional transect was established approximately 2 km upstream from Lower 

Monumental Dam to collect information on upstream entry above the immediate forebay. 

We did not use a double array (Skalski et al. 2002) for evaluating routes of passage 

because based on past experience with a single array, the proportion of fish with 

undetermined passage routes has typically been less than 3%. 

Telemetry data was retrieved through an automated process that downloaded 

network telemetry receivers up to four times daily. After downloading, individual data 

files were compressed by recording the first time a radio-tagged fish was detected and 

counting the number of subsequent detections at the same location where the time 

difference was less than or equal to 5 min. If the time between subsequent detections was 

greater than 5 min, the last detection time was recorded and a new line of data created. 

To allow a quick response to address any problems within the system, automated cell 

phone and email messages were sent to electronic shop personnel when problems 

occurred. In addition, daily logs of system operation were received by study personnel. 

All compressed data were combined and loaded to a database where automated 

scripts were used to remove erroneous data (Appendix B). Using the cleaned data set, 

detailed detection histories were created for each radio-tagged fish. These detection 

histories were used to calculate arrival time in the forebay, forebay approach pattern, 

passage route and timing, tailrace exit timing, and timing of downstream detections for 

individual radio-tagged fish. 

Fore bay arrival time was based on the first time a fish was detected on the forebay 

entry transect at the upstream end of the boat restricted zone (BRZ) at Lower 

Monumental Dam. Evaluations of forebay residence time included only fish that had 

been released upstream from the dam, detected on the forebay entry transect, detected a 

second time in a passage route, and detected a third time in the immediate tailrace, either 

on the stilling-basin or tailrace-exit telemetry transect (Figure 3). Forebay residence time 

for individual fish was measured as the time between first detection on the forebay entry 

transect and last detection in a passage route. Stilling basin and/or tailrace exit detection 

was used to confirm dam passage. 
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F ore bay entrance line 

Spillbays 

8765 432 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
...... ... ... ... .... ... ..... 

Stilling basin 

---·-·- ·-·--·--·--·.!..---- -- - - - - - -=---

T ailrace exit line 

• 1 ur Plan view of Lower Monumental Dam showing approximate radio-telemetry 

detection zones in 2008 (Note: Dashed ovals represent underwater antennas. 

Da hed triangles represent aerial antennas). The RSW is located in Spillbay 8. 
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Table 1. Fixed-site telemetry receivers for evaluating passage behavior and survival of 
radio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon at Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. 

Site description 

Forebay (2 k upstream) 

north shore 

south shore 

Type of monitoring 

Upstream entry 

Upstream entry 

Antenna type 

3-element Yagi 

3-element Yagi 

Forebay (500 m upstream) 

north shore 

mid channel 

south shore 

Entrance line and residence time 

Entrance line and residence time 

Entrance line and residence time 

3-element Yagi 

3-element Yagi 

3-element Yagi 

Turbine units 1-6 Approach and passage Stripped coax 

Spillbays 1-7 

RSW 

Approach and passage 

Approach and passage 

Underwater dipole 

Tuned loop 

Draft tube units 1-6 Project passage Underwater dipole 

Stilling basin 

north shore 

south shore 

Project passage 

Project passage 

Tuned loop 

Tuned loop 

Juvenile bypass system Bypass passage Tuned loop 

Tailrace exit 

north shore 

south shore 

Project passage and tailrace egress 

Project passage and tailrace egress 

2-element Yagi 

3-element Yagi 

Burr Canyon 

north shore 

south shore 

Project passage and survival 

Project passage and survival 

3-element Yagi 

3-element Yagi 

Approach patterns were established based on the first detection on one of the 

receivers located at each spillway and turbine unit. Route of passage through the dam 

was based on the last time a fish was detected on a passage-route receiver prior to 

detection in the tailrace. Routes were assigned only to fish detected in the tailrace of the 

dam, meaning at least one valid detection was required on the stilling basin, tailrace exit 

line, or at the transect near Burr Canyon (Figures 1 and 3). Spillway passage was 

assigned to fish last detected in the fore bay on one of the antenna arrays deployed in each 

spillway. Similarly, turbine passage was assigned to fish last detected in the forebay on a 

turbine intake prior to detection in the draft tube and tailrace. Passage through the 

juvenile bypass system was assigned to fish detected in the juvenile bypass system prior 

to detection in the tailrace. 
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un h timate 

p ired-release study design was used to estimate relative survival where groups 

r i -t g d fi h were released at one of two sites: upstream (treatment) and 

, n tr am r fi r nee) from Lower Monumental Dam (Figure 2). Treatment groups 

r I rm d b grouping daily detections of radio-tagged fish as they entered the forebay 

" r . numental Dam. Reference groups were released directly into the tailrace of 

r 1 num ntal Dam (Figure 2). Data were analyzed using the Survival with 

rti nal 1 Iazards ( URPH) statistical software developed at the University of 

mith et al. 1994). 

Dam r /alive urvival was defined as survival of treatment fish through all 

r ut mbined relative to survival of tailrace-released fish. Dam survival was 

t fr m the immediate forebay, approximately 500 m upstream from the face of 

...m. t th tailrace release location, approximately 1 km downstream from the dam. 

on r le r /alive survival was defined as the ratio of survival for treatment fish 

m th up tr am face of the dam to the tailrace release location to that for reference 

J h. urvi al did not include any losses in the forebay. 

Th ormack-Jolly-Seber) single-release model was used to estimate 

tection and survival from release to Burr Canyon for both treatment 

1d rc·c..r n group ( ormack 1964; Jolly 1965; Seber 1965). This model provides 

ti mate of survival for individual release groups if model assumptions are met 

I ct al. 2002; mith et al. 2003). A critical model assumption is that detection or 

turc r babilit at a downstream site is not affected by previous detection upstream; 

th t i . radi -tagg d fish had equal probabilities of detection at each telemetry array, 

di f pr ious radio-telemetry detections. 

R lativ urvi al estimates were then expressed as the ratio of survival estimates 

r tm nl fi h to those for reference fish and were calculated using geometric means. 

n dditi nal ritical a sumption of the single-release model is that treatment and 

gr up ha e similar probabilities of detection and survival in the reach that is 

mm n t th groups (Burnham et al. 1987). To ensure the validity of this assumption, 

, luat d d te tion data to determine whether treatment and reference groups were 

mi temp rail upon arrival (detection) at the primary survival array. Details ohhis 

1uati n and of th r critical assumptions evaluated for our study design are reported in 
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Passage Behavior and Timing 

Forebay residence time was defined as elapsed time from detection on the forebay 

entrance transect to detection on a passage-route receiver. Tailrace egress time was 

defined as the time from last detection on a passage route to last detection on the tailrace 

exit transect. 

Passage Route Distribution 

To determine the route of passage used by individual fish at Lower Monumental 

Dam, we monitored the spillway, fish guidance screens, draft tubes, and JBS. The 

spillway was monitored by four underwater dipole antennas in each spillway; two 

antennas were installed along each of the pier noses at depths of 20 and 40 ft. Previous 

range testing showed that this configuration monitored the entire spillway. To detect fish 

passage in the turbine units, draft tubes, and JBS, we used armored coaxial cable, stripped 

at the end. Antennas in turbine units were attached on both ends of the downstream side 

of the fish-screen support frame located within each slot of the turbine intake. 

We also placed an underwater antenna in the JBS upstream from the primary 

dewatering structure. Fish detected on fish-screen antennas could then be assigned a 

passage route by their subsequent detection on either the bypass system antenna, which 

indicated bypass passage, or draft tube antennas, which indicated turbine passage. 

Fish Passage Metrics 

Fish-passage metrics evaluated were spill efficiency, spill effectiveness, fish 

guidance efficiency (FGE), and fish passage efficiency (FPE). These evaluations were 

based on radiotelemetry detections at the same locations used for passage route 

evaluations. Spill efficiency was estimated as the number of fish passing the dam via the 

spillway divided by the total number of fish passing the dam. Spill effectiveness was 

estimated as the proportion of fish passing the dam via the spillway divided by the 

proportion of water spilled. Efficiency for the RSW was estimated as the number of fish 

passing through the RSW divided by the total number of fish passing the dam. 

Effectiveness for the RSW was estimated as the proportion of fish passing the dam via 

the RSW divided by the proportion of water passing through the RSW. Fish guidance 

efficiency was estimated as the number of fish passing the dam through the JBS divided 

by the total number of fish passing the dam through the powerhouse (turbine and JBS). 

Fish passage efficiency was estimated as the number of fish passing the dam through 

non-turbine routes divided by the total number of fish passing the dam. 
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onfidence intervals were constructed for these metrics as the average± 1.96 

tandard rrors using treatment groups formed by daily detection in the forebay. For 

m metrics there were only enough fish to get pooled estimates, so confidence 

int al ere based on assumed binomial distributions. 

ian Predation 

Predation by Caspian terns Hydroprogne caspia, double-crested cormorants 

Phalacrocorax aurtius and gulls Larus spp. was evaluated by physical recovery of radio 

tran mitters and by PIT-tag detection on Crescent, Badger, and Foundation Islands in the 

. c ary Dam reservoir. Radio transmitters and PIT tags were recovered on nesting 

oloni during fall 2008 after the birds had abandoned their nesting colonies. Radio tags 

\\ r collected by physically walking the island looking for visible tags. Radio-tag serial 

numb r ere used to identify individual tagged fish. PIT tags were also "recovered" in a 

thorough earch using the mobile PIT-tag detection system described by Ryan et al. 

001). PIT-tag detections and recovery of radio transmitters were provided by NOAA 

i h ri ( . ebring and . Dumdei, OAA Fisheries, personal communication) and 

R al Time Re earch (A. Evans, Real Time Research, personal communication). There is 

an ngoing monitoring effort to detect PIT tags from active avian colonies in the region 

ndu ted b OAA Fisheries and by the Columbia Bird Research group. 
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RESULTS 

Fish Collection, Tagging, and Release 

River-run subyearling Chinook salmon were tagged at Lower Monumental Dam 

and released over a period of 26 d from 8 June through 3 July 2008. Tagging began after 

28% of the general population of juvenile subyearling Chinook salmon had passed Lower 

Monumental Dam and was completed when 84% of these fish had passed the project 

(Figure 4). Fish condition information and data on the size and timing of the juvenile 

migration are reported on the Fish Passage Center website (www.fpc.org). 

Overall mean fork length was 108 mm (range 96-135 mm) for treatment fish and 

108 mm (range 95-144 mm) for reference fish (Table 2). Mean length of the run at large 

sampled at the Little Goose smolt collection facility was 105 mm over the course of the 

study (A. Dowdy, ODFW, personal communication; Table 3). Overall mean weight was 

13 g (range 10-27 g) for treatment fish and 13 g (range I 0-35 g) for reference fish 

(Table 4). 

During the study period, handling and tagging mortality for subyearling Chinook 

salmon held for a minimum of24 h after tagging was I .I% (49 fish). Fish that died 

during the post-tagging recovery period were released with their live cohorts to verify the 

assumption that dead fish are not detected on downstream survival arrays. 
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution of subyearling Chinook salmon passing Lower 
Monumental Dam, during 2008 compared to the 10-year average (1999-2008). 
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Tabl 2. an length of replicate groups ofradio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon 
ample size, mean, range, and SD) released at Lower Monumental Dam to 

valuate passage behavior and relative dam and spillway survival, 2008. 

Rel 

date 

Fore bay releases 
Mean Range 

Fish length (mm) 

SD N 
Daytime releases 

Tailrace releases 
Mean Range SD 

43 109 101-119 4.4 

44 108 103-117 4.0 

44 107 99-124 5.0 42 108 102-117 4.2 

44 108 102-115 3.0 44 108 99-124 4.4 

53 106 101-114 3.9 44 107 100-117 4.2 

53 107 98-123 5.4 44 105 100-119 4.2 

51 109 100-127 6.0 43 108 99-117 4.7 

53 107 96-126 5.2 44 106 99-113 3.8

53 106 99-121 4.7 45 107 99-114 4.2 
53 106 100-118 4.1 44 105 99-116 4.6 
53 108 100-127 5.8 45 108 100-120 4.8 

53 106 99-116 4.5 44 109 99-125 6.4 
53 108 100-123 5.4 44 106 99-116 4.9 
53 109 102-125 4.5 44 109 102-132 5.9 
53 110 102-122 5.2 43 109 102-123 5.0 
53 108 101-127 5.9 45 108 98-120 5.0
53 108 102-118 3.6 44 108 101-123 4.8 

52 110 98-125 6.3 43 109 102-126 6.3 
53 110 100-128 6.1 44 108 102-124 5.1 
52 

44 

45 

110 

111 

109 

99-125 
100-130 
97-130 

6.1 

6.0 

5.6 

44 

42 

44 

109 

109 

107 

102-124 
100-120 

98-127 

5.4 

5.1 

6.0 
39 109 98-125 6.6 44 108 99-124 5.5 
35 109 98-131 6.7 44 110 102-130 7.0 

7_ 
,13 

35 

33 

108 

110 

100-144 
100-137 

9.9 

9.0 

ubt ta! 1,182 108 96-131 5.2 1,032 108 98-144 5.4 

Nighttime releases 
43 110 I 04-124 4.6 
44 108 100-120 4.7 
43 108 100-118 4.4 44 107 98-132 6.3 
43 108 102-117 3.8 43 108 102-120 4.2 
53 108 100-119 5.2 43 107 100-114 3.4 
52 105 99-122 4.9 42 106 100-116 4.3 
51 107 100-120 4.5 45 107 101-118 4.3 
53 108 99-123 4.8 44 106 99-122 5.2 
52 107 101-124 4.8 44 109 99-124 5.6 
54 106 100-115 3.7 44 106 98- I 15 4.0 
53 106 97-120 4.9 44 107 100-121 4.9 
53 108 100-124 5.6 45 108 100-122 4.5 
53 109 98-122 5.7 44 106 I 00-122 5.1 
51 109 100-124 5.4 42 107 95-116 4.2 
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Table 2. Continued. 

Release 
Fish length (mm) 

Foreba� releases Tailrace releases 
date N Mean Range SD N Mean Range SD 

6/22 
6/23 
6/24 
6/25 
6/26 
6/27 
6/28 
6/29 
6/30 
7/1 
7/2 

Nighttime releases (Continued) 
101-124 4.9 45 

98-120 5.3 44
100-117 4.2 44 
101-123 4.9 45 

99-126 7.3 45 
102-128 5.4 45 
102-135 7.2 44 
98-122 5.9 43 
98-125 5.4 45 
98-129 6.0 44 

35 

108 
108 
109 
110 
107 
111 
109 
107 
109 
110 
109 

101-120 
100-123 
101-118 

99-126 
100-126 
103-133 
101-129 

98-125 
102-119 
100-129 
102-127 

4.6
4.5 
4.0
6.3
6.3
6.4
6.1
6.2
4.6
6.7
6.7 

52 
53 
53 
53 
53 
53
44 
44 
40
36 

I JO 
108 
108 
109 
] JO 
109 
I I 1 
109 
109 
110 

7/3 35 107 99-125 5.5 

Subtotal 1,179 108 97-135 5.2 1,038 108 95-133 5.2 

Total 2,361 108 96-135 5.2 2,070 108 95-144 5.3 

Table 3. Sample size and mean fish length (and range of length) by collection week for 
combined hatchery and wild river-run subyearling Chinook salmon collected at 
the Little Goose Dam smolt monitoring facility, 2008. 

Collection 
week 
6/1 

N 
46 

Mean 
101 

Fish length (mm) 
Range 
75-120 

6/8 190 107 90-125 
6/15 357 103 70-125 
6/22 428 104 75-130 
6/29 330 108 75-130 

Total/overall 1,351 105 70-130 
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er 

Chinook Tabl 4. an weight of radio-tagged subyearling salmon replicates released at 
Monumental Dam to evaluate passage behavior and survival, 2008. 

R lea 

date 

Foreba� releases 
Mean Range 

Fish weight (g) 

SD N 

Da�time releases 

Tailrace releases 
Mean Range SD

6 
69 

610 

6 11 
612 

6/13 
14 

6 1 

43 
44 

44 

44 

53 
53 
51 
53 
53 

14 
13 
13 

13 

12 
13 
13 
12 
12 

ll-17 
11-17 
10-20 
10-15
10-16
10-19 
11-22 
10-20 
10-18 

1.7 
1.5 
1.9 
1.4 
1.4 
2.1 
2.4 
2.1
1.7 

42 
44 
44 
44 
43
44 
42 

13 
13 
13 
13

13 
13 
12 

10-16
10-19 
10-17 
10-18 
10-17 
10-16 
10-15 

1.5 
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.5 

53 13 10-19 1.8 42 12 I 0-18 2.1 

52 
53 

12 
12 

10-20 
10-16 

2.2 
1.6 

45 
44 

13 
13 

10-17 
10-19 

1.7
2.4 

53 13 10-20 2.1 44 13 10-18 1.8

52 13 11-20 1.8 43 13 10-20 2.3

52 13 11-18 1.7 43 13 10-18 1.8

53 13 10-20 2.2 45 13 10-17 1.8

53 13 11-17 1.5 43 13 11-19 1.8 

42 13 10-19 2.3 43 13 10-20 2.4

53 14 11-23 2.5 43 13 10-21 2.2 

50 14 10-22 2.7 44 13 11-19 2.1
43 14 10-26 2.7 42 14 10-19 2.2 

45 13 10-22 2.3 44 14 11-23 2.7
38 13 10-21 2.7 44 13 10-20 2.1 
35 14 10-25 2.9 44 14 10-24 3.0

35 14 10-35 5.6 
33 15 10-29 4.3 

ubtotal 1,165 13 10-26 2.0 1,024 13 10-35 2.2

43 14 11-20 
Nighttime releases 
2.0 

44 13 l 0-17 1.8
43 13 10-22 2.2 44 13 10-25 2.5
43 13 10-17 1.5 43 13 I 0-18 1.7 
53 13 10-18 1.8 42 13 11-17 1.3 
52 13 10-20 2.1 42 13 10-17 1.7 
51 12 10-18 1.7 45 13 10-19 1.9 
53 13 10-19 1.9 42 13 10-19 2.1 
52 12 10-19 1.9 44 13 10-18 2.1
54 12 10-18 1.8 42 12 10-16 1.6 
53 12 10-18 1.8 44 12 10-19 1.8
53 13 10-20 2.1 44 13 10-18 1.8 
53 13 10-19 2.2 44 13 10-18 2.1 
51 13 I 0-18 1.9 42 12 10-15 1.2 
52 14 10-18 2.0 45 13 10-16 1.5 
53 13 10-18 2.0 44 13 10-19 1.8 
53 13 10-17 1.7 44 14 10-17 1.8 

Lo 
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Table 4. Continued. 

Fish weight (g) 
Release ForebaJ'. releases Tailrace releases 
date N Mean Range SD N Mean Range SD 

Nighttime releases ( continued) 
6/25 53 13 10-18 1.9 45 13 10-21 2.4 
6/26 53 14 10-21 2.8 45 13 11-22 2.6 
6/27 53 13 11-20 2.0 45 15 12-26 2.8 
6/28 44 15 10-27 3.4 44 13 10-23 2.6 
6/29 44 13 10-18 2.2 43 14 10-22 2.8 
6/30 40 13 10-21 2.2 45 13 10-18 1.8 
7/1 36 14 10-23 2.7 44 14 10-22 3.0 
7/2 35 13 10-21 2.6 
7/3 35 13 11-20 2.1 
Subtotal 1,179 13 10-27 2.1 1,032 13 10-26 2.1 
Total 2,344 13 10-27 2.1 2,056 13 10-35 2.1 
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Project Operations 

No specific project operations were requested for this study. During the 9 June 

through 9 July study period; average spill was 25.5 kcfs or 24% of total discharge 

(Table 5). Spill occurred throughout the study period except for short periods when it 

was interrupted to allow fish transport barges to safely cross the river from the navigation 

lock to the barge loading area. Average daily spill ranged from 14.6 to 51.7 kcfs, 

powerhouse flow ranged from 42.5 to 111.2 kcfs, and total river flow ranged from 60.0 to 

135.6 kcfs. Tailwater elevation ranged from 438.7 to 443.1 ft ms!, and water temperature 

ranged from 11.0 to 17.2°C (Table 5). 

Average total river flow during the study in 2008 (106.4 kcfs) was much higher 

than during the same period in previous study years and higher than the 10-year average 

(65.4 kcfs). Average total river flow was 71.4 and 39.7 kcfs in 2006 and 2007, 

respectively. The only year in the last 10 years that had higher average total river flow 

was 1999 (110.0 kcfs). Spill from 9 to 20 June was to the gas cap, while spill from 

21 June though 31 August was 17.0 kcfs, except for periods where additional spill 

occurred due to flows in excess of powerhouse capacity. The spill pattern used in 2008 is 

shown in Appendix C. 



l bl \ rage daily conditions during releases and passage of radio-tagged hatchery 
ubyearling Chinook salmon at Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. 

pill 

(kcfs) 

Powerhouse 

(kcfs) 

Total 
discharge 

(kcfs) 

Total 
discharge 

range (kcfs) 

Tailwater 

elevation 

(ft msl) 

Water
temperature 

(OC) 

30.6 86.3 116.9 85.8-135.0 441.9 11.0 

40.1 78.1 118.2 86.6-133.0 441.7 11.2 

1.7 66.7 118.4 95.8-140.1 441.4 11.4 

46.8 73.2 120.0 86.6-144.6 441.6 11.5 

39.6 82.3 121.9 108.4-129.1 441.8 11.8 

22.4 92.0 114.4 99.5-122.8 441.6 12.3 

21.7 88.4 110.1 92.8-128.8 441.4 12.3 

20.7 93.7 114.4 99.3-134.7 441.6 12.1 

28.3 94.9 123.2 109.3-134.7 442.1 11.9 

43.4 89.4 132.8 99.4-171.0 442.3 12.4 

36.2 92.3 128.5 1 11.5-161 .4 442.2 13.2 

19.4 106.6 126.0 99.3-134.7 442.5 13.8 

17.4 109.6 127.0 124.3-130.9 442.5 14.2 

24.6 106.9 131.5 1 l0.7-163.5 442.7 14.4 

24.4 111.2 135.6 1 17. 8-163 .1 443.1 14.1 

22.2 108.1 130.3 108.0149.7 442.8 13.9 

27.9 88.4 I 16.3 108.9-129 .2 441.6 14.1 

3 .3 72.9 108.2 92.3-123.7 441.0 14.2 

35.7 61.2 96.9 90.7-117.2 440.4 14.6 

1 .1 79.5 97.6 83.1-101.5 440.7 14.8 

17.3 83.0 100.3 95.0-105.4 440.7 14.9 

16.1 86.1 102.2 83.7-126.8 440.8 15.2 

14.8 84.1 98.9 86.1-111.9 440.7 15.4 

14.6 85.I 99.7 69.5-126.4 440.8 15.8 

16.4 75.2 91.6 74.7-109.8 440.3 16.2 
17.3 67.0 84.3 67. 1-107.1 439.9 16.7 
17.6 59.2 76.8 73.2-84.5 439.5 16.8 
17.5 50.1 67.6 52.0-76.9 438.9 17.0 
17.4 46.8 64.2 59.5-69.6 438.8 17.2 
17.1 47.3 64.4 49.4-83.0 438.8 17.2 
17.5 42.5 60.0 49.3-80.1 438.7 17.2 

25.5 80.9 106.4 49.3-171.0 441.] 14.2 
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Migration Behavior and Passage Distribution 

Forebay and tailrace behavior and timing, passage distribution and metrics, and 

passage survival results were based on fish that approached Lower Monumental Dam 

from 10 June through 3 July. 

Forebay Behavior and Timing 

Of the 2,362 radio-tagged treatment fish released above Lower Monumental Dam, 

1,891 were detected entering the forebay. Of these, 73 and 27% were first detected 

approaching the spillway and powerhouse, respectively. 

Forebay residence time was calculated for 1,552 fish, each with detections on the 

forebay entrance transect, a passage-route receiver, and a known passage route. Fish that 

were not detected in all three areas were excluded from analyses of forebay residence 

timing, but were not excluded from survival estimates. Passive water-particle transport 

timing through the forebay was not used to further evaluate forebay residence timing 

because this was beyond the scope of the study. Median forebay residence timing of 

treatment fish was 1.3 h through the spillway, 6.0 h through the bypass system, and 1.2 h 

through the turbines. Of the 1,552 fish used in this evaluation, 636 (41 %) passed through 

the spillway, 719 (46%) through the JBS, and 197 (13%) through turbine units (Table 6). 

Forebay residence time is also presented by treatment group without consideration to 

passage route in Table 7. 
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F r ba re idence in hours for radio-tagged, river-run subyearling Chinook 
almon at Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. umbers of fish passing via each 

r ut ar hown in parentheses. 

Turbine 
(n = 197) 

0.4 

Forebay re
Bypass 

(n = 719) 

0.3 

sidence (h) 
Spillway 
(n = 636) 

0.3 

Overall 
(n = 1,552) 

0.3 

0.7 1.3 0.7 0.8 

0.8 1.9 0.8 1.0 

.. 0.8 2.7 0.9 1.3 

1.0 4.1 1.1 1.7 

(m dian 1.2 

1.3 

6.0 

8.9 

1.3 

1.7 

2.3 

3.4 

,0 1.9 12.6 2.3 5.4 

0 3 .1 16.6 3.5 9.6 

5.8 26.5 6.0 17.1 

1 . imum 76.3 139.2 108.1 139.2 

3 .1 11.4 3. I 6.9 
0.8 1.3 0.8 0.8 
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Table 7. Forebay residence time for all passage routes combined for radio-tagged, 
river-run subyearling Chinook salmon at Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. 
Residence time is shown by forebay entry date for the 101\ 50th (median), and 
90th percentiles. 

Forebay 

entry date 

10 June 

n 

64 

tl1 o • 

0.8 

Forebay residence time (h) 

50th  90th

1.3 14.4 

11 June 62 0.7 1.2 14.3 

12 June 58 0.7 1.3 8.2 

13 June 83 0.7 1.3 10.5 

14 June 49 0.7 2.8 39.2 

15 June 60 0.7 2.1 18.6 

16 June 48 0.9 3.0 19.1 

17 June 70 0.7 2.8 20.4 

18 June 92 0.6 1.2 14.2 

19 June 68 0.8 2.8 16.9 

20 June 46 0.9 2.3 15.9 

21 June 82 0.8 3.0 13.5 

22 June 71 0.7 2.0 13.3 

23 June 41 0.8 2.4 17.2 

24 June 92 1.1 4.3 21.4

25 June 69 1.0 2.7 19.8 

26 June 68 0.8 3.7 18.8 

27 June 66 1.0 2.1 10.2 

28 June 72 1.0 2.5 16.0 

29 June 52 0.8 2.5 19.3 

30 June 52 1.0 3.6 21.5 

1 July 77 1.1 3.7 17.7 

2 July 66 0.8 2.5 12.8 

3 July 32 0.1 4.2 16.4 

Total/mean 1,540 0.8 2.6 17.1 

SE 0.04 0.2 1.2 

95% CI 0.7-0.9 2.2-2.9 14.6-19.6 
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Pa age Distribution and Metrics 

Of the 2,362 radio-tagged treatment fish released, 471 (20%) were not detected 

entering the study area and 1,891 (80%) were detected at or below Lower Monumental 

Darn. Of the 1,687 (71 %) fish that passed the darn, 410 (24%) passed through the RSW, 

271 (16%) passed through the remaining spillbays, 780 (46%) through the JBS, 226 

(13%) through the turbines, and 63 (3%) through an undetermined route (Figure 5). The 

remaining 141 fish (6%) entered the forebay but were not recorded as passing the darn. 

Figure 6 illustrates the percentage oftime each spillbay was open during the study period 

and the percentage of fish that passed through each spillbay. 
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Figure 5. Passage route distribution of radio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon at 
Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. 
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Figure 6. Percent time individual spillbays were open and passage distribution for 

radio-tagged river-run subyearling Chinook salmon at Lower Monumental 
Dam, 2008. 

Passage metrics at Lower Monumental Dam were calculated by pooling data for 

all releases, resulting in the following point estimates and 95% Cls (Table 8). Fish 

passage efficiency was 0.866 (0.849-0.883), spill efficiency was 0.404 (0.380-0.428), 

spill effectiveness was 1.46:1 (1.37-1.54), RSW efficiency was 0.235 (0.189-0.281), 

RSW effectiveness was 3.33 (3.30-3.36), and fish guidance efficiency was 0.775 

(0.749-0.802). 

https://3.30-3.36
https://1.37-1.54


. i h p ag metrics by passage date for river-run subyearling Chinook salmon

l L w r onumental Dam, 2008. Pooled estimates are presented at the bottom 

th tab! . 

n 

6 

8 

57 

100 

44 

67 

72 

6 

pill 
efficienc� 

0.385 

0.410 

0.526 

0.380 

0.364 

0.343 

0.333 

0.244 

Spill 
effectiveness 

1.28 

0.94 

1.35 

1.17 

1.86 

1.74 

1.85 

1.06 

RSW 
efficienc� 

0.154 

0.115 

0.228 

0.110 

0.273 

0.239 

0.208 

0.081 

RSW Fish passage 
effectiveness efficienc� 

2.63 0.708 

2.01 0.846 

4.08 0.825 

1.97 0.770 

4.62 0.773 

3.86 0.836 

3.50 0.889 

1.47 0.767 

n 

37 

42 

27 

59 

28 

44 

47 

60 

Fish 
guidance 
efficienc�

0.568

0.810 

0.630 

0.661 

0.643 

0.750 

0.851 

0.750 

104 0.548 1.68 0.163 3.19 0.865 46 0.717 

9 0.411 1.46 0.284 5.37 0.874 55 0.800 

61 0.148 0.96 0.131 2.47 0.787 51 0.765 

79 0.228 1.66 0.165 3.07 0.772 60 0.717 

0.260 1.39 0.182 3.58 0.766 54 0.722 

0.155 0.86 0.155 3.09 0.621 36 0.750 

3 0.265 1.55 0.241 4.70 0.807 48 0.938 

0.400 1.67 0.263 4.49 0.900 47 0.851 

0.609 1.87 0.250 4.03 0.906 24 0.792 

74 0.635 1.72 0.243 3.46 0.973 27 0.926 

73 0.575 3.09 0.493 7.16 0.959 31 0.903 

2 0.577 3.34 0.500 7.18 0.865 20 0.750 

63 0.413 2.62 0.365 5.52 0.857 35 0.800 

71 0.423 2.82 0.338 5.05 0.873 39 0.821 

6 0.326 2.22 0.291 4.42 0.895 55 0.891 

.< 8 0.414 2.04 0.345 4.37 0.879 34 0.794 

p Id c timate 

1,747 900 

0.404 1.46 0.235 3.33 0.866 0.775 

0.380-0.428 1.37-1.54 0.189-0.281 3.30-3.36 0.849-0.883 0.749-0.802 
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(n = 585) (n = 1,459) 

5.3 

5.9 

12.7 9.5 

Tailrace Behavior and Timing 

Tailrace egress and timing was calculated for 1,459 radio-tagged, river-run 

subyearling Chinook salmon. Median tailrace egress time was 8 minutes overall, 

6 minutes for fish that had passed through the spillway (n = 585), 9 minutes for those that 

passed through the JBS (n = 677), and 12 minutes for those that passed through turbine 

units (n = 195, Table 9). 

Tailrace egress time for fish that passed through the JBS was calculated as the 

time from PIT-tag detection at the JBS exit to first detection on a tailrace exit transect. 

By using PIT-tag detections from the JBS exit, which is the farthest downstream 

detection location in the bypass system, travel time through the bypass system was 

excluded. This provided a truer picture of tail race egress time for fish that passed via the 

JBS. Table 10 presents tailrace egress time by percentile for fish overall and for fish that 

passed via the spillway and JBS. The difference between the overall numbers of fish 

reported in Tables 9 and 10 is due to fish that were not detected on the entry line; tailrace 

egress by entry date could not be calculated for those fish. 

Table 9. Tailrace egress timing in minutes for radio-tagged, river-run subyearling 

Chinook salmon passing through the turbines, bypass, and spillway at Lower 
Monumental Dam, 2008. 

Tailrace egress time (min) 
Turbine Juvenile bypass Spillway Overall 

Percentile (n = 195) (n = 677) 

Minimum 3.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 

10th 6.8 2.8 3.6 

20th 8.7 6.4 3.6 5.0 

30th 9.5 7.4 4.4 6.1 

40th 10.6 8.2 5.1 7.2 

50th (median) 11.5 9.1 

60th 
8.2 

10.0 6.7 

70th 14.5 11.3 7.8 11.1 

80th 22.0 14.2 11.1 14.8 

90th 642.0 132.0 40.9 91.7 

Maximum 9,476.2 10,114.4 9,691.1 10,114.4 

Mean 446.7 417.8 246.0 356.9 

Mode 11.3 7.8 4.6 5.7 
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10. ilr gr tim for passage of radio-tagged river-run subyearling Chinook 
Im n thr ugh all routes combined at Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. 

I:. n.: tim i hown by forebay entry date for the 101\ 50th (median) and 09
th 

nulc . Th percentiles are also shown for passage through the RSW 
n pillb ) 1-7 combined. 

n 
65 

l 0th 

4.8 

Tailrace egress time (min) 
 50th (median) 90th

9.6 119.4 
41 3.3 10.8 88.9 
43 4.2 8.4 77.3 
77 4.4 8.9 68.8 
47 3.3 8.9 515.3 
56 5.1 8.0 57.8 
41 4.1 7.1 40.9 
64 4.8 8.9 98.3 
86 3.5 8.7 107.6 
59 4.5 8.1 119.6 
41 5.6 8.2 550.2 
70 4.1 7.7 1128.1 
56 3.3 7.4 14.8 
34 3.7 7.8 20.2 
67 3 .1 7.1 625.1 
63 3.3 6.7 22.8 
61 3.3 6.2 26.0 
57 3.9 8.9 684.1 
57 4.3 9.0 13.1 
44 2.8 8.0 426.0 
45 3.1 8.4 13.8 
71 4.4 9.6 21.8 
61 4.0 9.2 15.3 
36 3.6 8.6 25.4 

1342 3.9 8.3 203.4 
0.1 0.2 59.7 

3.6-4.3 7.9-8.8 79.9-326.8 

328 3.0 5.9 32.0 

217 2.5 6.0 49.8 
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Detection Probability and Estimated Survival 

Detection probabilities at Burr Canyon for treatment and reference groups were 

0.978 (95% CI, 0.970-0.985) and 0.988 (0.983-0.993), respectively. Overall detection 

probability for both groups combined was 0.984 (0.979-0.988). 

Relative pool survival was estimated from the release location to both the forebay 

entry line and dam passage. The pooled estimates were 0.786 (0.750-0.816) and 0.768 

(0.736-0.797) for entry line and passage, respectively. 

Estimated relative dam survival (forebay BRZ to tailrace approximately 1 km 

downstream from the dam) at Lower Monumental Dam was estimated at 0.879 (95% CI, 

0.835-0.925), and relative concrete survival (all passage routes combined to 

approximately 1 km downstream from the dam) was estimated at 0.932 (0.888-0.979). 

Estimated relative survival through the RSW was 0.974 (0.920-1.032) and 

through the entire spillway including the RSW was 0.920 (0.864-0.980). Turbine relative 

survival was estimated at 0.960 (0.849-1.085) and through the bypass system was 0.928 

(0.866-0.994). 

Relative survival estimates for the dam, concrete, turbine spillway, RSW and 

bypass system are shown by fore bay entry date in Table 11. Detection histories of fish 

used in survival analysis are shown in Appendix D. 
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ub� arling hinook salmon point estimates of relative survival by forebay 
ntr: dat at Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. Dam survival includes 
ppr imatel 500 m of forebay from the boat restricted zone deadline to the 

Dam survival Concrete survival Turbine survival 

timate E Estimate SE Estimate SE 

0 856 0.080 0.910 0.078 0.785 0.167 

0.904 0.067 0.968 0.065 0.982 0.158 

0 917 0.108 1.009 0.111 0.841 0.183 

0.903 0.085 0.943 0.086 0.889 0.151 

0.894 0.101 0.915 0.102 1.090 0.141 

0 668 0.085 0.747 0.090 0.734 0.195 

0.929 0.097 0.977 0.098 l.269 0.080 

0 995 0.102 1.028 0.103 1.109 0.148 

0 931 0.085 0.993 0.086 1.369 0.305 

1.0 6 0.113 1.160 0.117 1.144 0.223 

0.824 0.100 0.903 0.104 0.894 0.218 

0.923 0.090 0.984 0.092 1.002 0.158 

0 884 0.083 0.908 0.084 0.903 0.161 

0 826 0.085 0.855 0.085 0.810 0.195 

0 941 0.082 1.023 0.083 1.293 0.075 

0 976 0.091 1.062 0.094 0.771 0.257 

0.746 0.091 0.781 0.093 0.784 0.290 

0 39 0.092 0.839 0.099 0.703 0.500 

0 818 0.083 0.851 0.084 0.421 0.345 

0 910 0.110 0.966 0.112 

1.049 0.116 1.069 0.117 1.159 0.272 

0 677 0.080 0.709 0.082 1.208 0.059 

0 947 0.118 0.947 0.118 1.579 0.135 

0.920 0.145 0.971 0.149 1.139 0.344 

II 

0. 79 0.095 0.932 0.097 0.960 0.207 

0,022 0.022 0.057 

0 835-0.925 0.888-0.979 0.849-1.085 
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Table 11. Continued. 

Date 
Seillway survival 

Estimate SE 
RSW survival 

Estimate SE 
Byeass survival 

Estimate SE 

6/10 0.897 0.109 0.935 0.176 0.987 0.112 

6/11 0.993 0.084 J.018 0.128 0.916 0.093 

6/12 I. 101 0.139 l. I 65 0.284 0.961 0.187 

6/13 0.918 0.106 0.992 0.156 0.972 0.124 

6/14 0.788 0.161 0.817 0.173 0.920 0.142 

6/15 0.796 0.139 0.816 0.157 0.718 0.120 

6/16 0.846 0.141 0.816 0.171 1.027 0.129 

6/17 0.843 0.176 1.049 0.243 1.050 0.143 

6/18 0.869 0.105 1.027 0.190 1.146 0.103 

6/19 J.091 0.145 1. 161 0.166 1.234 0.138 

6/20 1.006 0.215 0.958 0.237 0.907 0.121 

6/21 1.039 0.146 l·.028 0.169 0.971 0.112 

6/22 0.865 0.143 0.903 0.161 0.934 0.105 

6/23 0.810 0.195 0.810 0.195 0.794 0.120 

6/24 0.999 0.129 1.034 0.130 1.085 0.096 

6/25 1.100 0.118 1.157 0.128 1.075 0.112 

6/26 0.839 0.112 0.898 0.160 0.707 0.161 

6/27 0.901 0. l 17 I. l 01 0.158 0.731 0.149 

6/28 0.906 0.102 0.948 0.105 0.815 0.123 

6/29 1.054 0.131 1.111 0.133 0.992 0.180 

6/30 1.251 0.139 1.242 0.142 0.850 0.159 

7/1 0.673 0.118 0.745 0.130 0.690 0.118 

7/2 0.936 0.170 0.948 0.175 0.880 0.138 

7/3 0.760 0.191 0.912 0.208 1.194 0.197 

Overall 
geomean 0.920 0.140 0.974 0.170 0.928 0.133 

SE 0.028 0.027 0.031 

95%CI 0.864-0.980 0.920-1.032 0.866-0.994 
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d radio-tagged fish twice per day in an attempt to have equal numbers 

onumental Dam throughout the diel period. However, the 

r n t larg enough to detect meaningful differences either in survival or 

l\\ n da and night releases. Small sample sizes also precluded 

an} di I trends in passage behavior. 

r mag of fi h entering the forebay during daylight hours was lower than 

d1 I p riod designated as daytime. Daytime hours were designated as 

. r 67% of a 24-h period, and we recorded 59% of the fish entering 

urin , th h ur (Figure 7). Thus the percentage of hours when dam 

rv d \\a al o lower than the percentage of hours designated as daytime. 

nn•c:rl"'l'Pn - % f fi h pa ing the dam during daytime hours (Figure 8). 

f radio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon entering the forebay 
numental Dam by hour, 2008. 
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Figure 8. Percentage ofradio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon passing Lower 
Monumental Dam and average total river (DART 2008) flow by hour, 2008. 

The spill percentage in 2008 was lower than in previous years of the study due to 

the much higher total river flow this year: the average spill percentage was 24% in 2008 

compared to 31 % in 2006 and 50% in 2007. This lower percentage of spill resulted in a 

greater proportion of fish first approaching the powerhouse than was observed in 

previous years. In 2008, first approach to the powerhouse was 27%, compared to 16% in 

2006 and 7% in 2007. Locations of first approaches to Lower Monumental Dam are 

presented in Figure 9. 

As we have seen in the past, the highest percentage of fish first approached the 

dam at Spillbay 8 (62%). This proportion was higher than we have seen in previous 

years of the study and was probably due to the location of the antennas on the RSW. The 

antennas on the RSW extended approximately 10 m farther out into the forebay 

compared to the other spillways, increasing the likelihood that fish would first be 

detected on those antennas. 
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Figure 9. Percentages ofradio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon first approaching 
Lower Monumental Dam turbine units and spillbays, combined day and night 
releases, 2008. 

In 2008, approach to the spillway and powerhouse by diel period were similar for 

day and nighttime (Figure 10). In 2006, there was a marked difference in approach by 

die! period that was not observed in 2007 or in 2008. Powerhouse approach was higher 

in 2006 at night even though a higher proportion of flow went through the spillway at 

night ( bsolon et al. 2008a,b ). 

80% '"r---------------------------------, 

■ Day (040�1900) □Night(2000-0300) 

a. 40%a. 

� 20% 

Turb 1 Turb 2 Turb 3 Turb 4 Turb 5 Turb 6 RSW Spill 7 Spill 6 Spill 5 Spill 4 Spill 3 Spill 2 Spill 1 

Turbine unit/spill bay 

0% 

Figure 10. Percentages of radio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon first approaching 
Lower Monumental Dam turbine units and spillbays by diel period, 2008. 
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Avian Predation 

A total of 77 radio tags and 86 PIT tags were found on islands in the 

mid-Columbia River. Since both the radio and PIT tag were recovered for some fish, 

these totals represented 130 unique fish, which was approximately 2.9% of the fish we 

released into the Snake River. We consider this 2.9% as a minimum estimate of avian 

predation because not all tags from fish consumed by birds were deposited on the islands, 

and not all tags deposited on the islands were recovered. There were 61 and 69 tags 

recovered from treatment and reference groups, respectively; these represented 2.6% of 

the treatment fish and 3.3% of the reference fish. 

Of the 61 unique tags from treatment groups recovered from bird colonies, 43 

were detected at the Burr Canyon transect or downstream. Fourteen were from fish not 

detected after release in the forebay of Lower Monumental Dam, and one fish was only 

detected on the transect located about 2 km upstream of the dam. One fish was last 

detected at a passage route (Spillbay 4), and two fish were last detected on the tailrace 

exit receivers. All but one of the 69 unique tags from control releases were detected at 

Burr Canyon; the one fish that was not detected was never detected after release. 

Comparison with 2006 and 2007 Lower Monumental Dam Results 

During the 2008 study period, 24% of total river flow was passed as spill. This 

compared to 32 and 50% of total river flow that was spilled during the 2006 and 2007 

study periods, respectively. Total river flow averaged 106 kcfs in 2008, compared with 

51 kcfs in 2006 and 39 kcfs in 2007. The volume of spill was higher in 2008 (25 kcfs) 

than either 2006 (16 kcfs) or 2007 (19 kcfs ), but the very high total river flow resulted in 

a lower spill percentage than the previous two years. The I 0-year average for the study 

period is 65 kcfs. 

In 2008, spillway passage for treatment fish was 40.4% and was much lower than 

the 82.0% seen in 2006 and 91.4% in 2007 (Absolon et al 2008a,b). This was due to the 

lower spill percentage and the higher total river flow, which resulted in a large increase in 

the number of fish passing the dam through the powerhouse, either through the turbines 

or the juvenile bypass system. 

Spill efficiency also reflected this pattern, with reduced proportions of fish 

approaching and passing via the spillway. Spill efficiency in 2008 was 0.404. This was 

the same as the proportion of fish that passed via the spillway, and was much lower than 

spill efficiency observed either in 2006 (0.820) or 2007 (0.914). A summary of passage 

metrics and observed flow conditions for last three years of the study is presented in 

Table 12. 
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Table 12. Summary of passage metrics and flow conditions for subyearling Chinook 
salmon radio tag studies from 2006-2008. Passage metrics include 95% 
confidence intervals in parentheses. 

2006 2007 2008 

A erage spill (%) 32 50 24 

Average spill volume (kcfs) 16. l 19.5 25.5 

A erage total river flow (kcfs) 50.6 38.7 106.4 

Average spillway passage(%) 82 91 40 

Average bypass passage(%) 12 7 46 

Average turbine passage(%) 7 2 13 

Fish passage efficiency 0.947 (0.925-0.968) 0.982 (0.971-0.993) 0.866 (0.849-0.883) 

pill efficiency 0.820 (0.754-0.886) 0.914 (0.876-0.951) 0.404 (0.380-0.428) 

pill effectiveness 2.58 (2.39-2.77) 1.84 (1.75-1.93) 1.46 (1.37-1.54) 

R W efficiency n/a n/a 0.24 (0.189-0.281) 

RSW effectiveness n/a n/a 3.33 (3.30-3.36) 

Fish guidance efficiency 0.645 (0.480-0.810) 0.796 (0.681-0.911) 0.775 (0.749-0.802) 

Median forebay residence time (h) 2.7 3.6 2.3 

Median tailrace egress time (min) 11 13 8 

The greatest proportion of fish passing via the spillway passed through the RSW 

m pill bay 8 (62%; Figure 11 ). This was similar to percentages that passed through 

pilJbay 8 prior to the installation of the RSW. In 2006 and 2007, Spillbay 8 passage was 

66 and 54%, respectively. The spill pattern used in 2008 was similar to the pattern used 

in 2006 with an adjustment for flow through the RSW. At spill volumes less than 

23.0 kcfs, the spill pattern used in 2007 increased spill in Spillbay 2 and reduced it in 

pillbay 6 compared to the pattern used in 2006. This resulted in an increase in Spillway 

2 pas age to 16% in 2007 compared to 4% in 2006. In 2008, the shift in spill away from 

pill bay 2 resulted in a decrease in passage to 6%. 

Relative survival through the RSW was 0.974 (95% CI, 0.920-1.032). This was 

higher than the point estimate of relative survival for the spillway as a whole, including 

the R W, which was 0.920 (0.864-0.980). In 2006 and 2007, estimated relative survival 

through Spillbay 8 was also higher than that estimated for the overall spillway (Absolon 

et al. 2008a,b). Estimated survival through the RSW in 2008 was higher than through 

other passage routes, but was the same as estimated through Spillbay 8 in 2006, prior to 

installation of the RSW (Table 13). 
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Figure 11. Percentage ofradio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon passing through each 
spillbay at Lower Monumental Dam, in 2006, 2007 and 2008. 

Table 13. Relative survival estimates for subyearling Chinook salmon through passage 

routes at Lower Monumental Dam, 2006-2008. 

2006 2007 2008 

Point Point Point 
Route esti mate 95%CI Method esti mate 95%CI Method esti mate 95%CI Method 

Da m 0.896 0.888-0.904 geomean 0.762 0.690-0.841 geomean 0.879 0.835-0.925 geomean 

Concrete 0.943 0.936--0.950 geomean 0.845 0.807-0.883 geomean 0.932 0.888-0.979 geomean 

Spill way 0.943 0.918-0.968 geomean 0.838 0.797-0.882 geomean 0.920 0.864-0.980 geomean 

Spillbay 8 0.970 0.976--0.995 geomean 0.903 0.862-0.945 geomean see RSW below 

Spillbay 6 0.909 0.828-0.998 geomean 0.779 0.700-0.867 pooled n/a 

Spillbay 2 n/a 0.697 0.586--0.829 pooled n/a 

RSW n/a n/a 0.974 0.920-1.032 geomean 

JBS n/a 0.949 0.750-1.149 pooled 0.928 0.866--0.994 geomean 

Turbines n/a n/a 0.960 0.849-1.085 geomean 
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d numb r of fi h passing the project through the powerhouse, 

urviv I through the JBS and turbines this year. Survival 

d thr ugh the JBS was 0.928 (0.866-0.994), which was higher 

(th on!, other year we were able to estimate survival 

" th fir t ear we were able to estimate survival through the 

tim t fi r urvi al through this route was 0.960 (0.849-1.085). 

I c timat for the dam concrete, and spillway were each higher 

imilar to e timates in 2007. Survival through the RSW 

univ I through pillbay 8 in 2006, but higher than in 2007. 

ntri ut d t th lo er estimates in 2007 include lower total river 

IC\ ti n. and the change in spill pattern. The fact that all estimates 

7 may indicate a cause of mortality specific to Lower 

I \\ valuated in a similar study at Ice Harbor Dam in 2006 
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t ilwat r ele ation was 441.1 ft msl in 2008. This was 3.0 
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tim in 2008 was 2.3 h, which was shorter than either 

t d \.\·1th the very high levels of total river flow observed 

r. kd1an for ba residence time was 2.7 h in 2006 and 3.6 h in 
I r in 2008, at 8 min for all passage routes combined, 

and 2007 respectively. 
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likely influenced by the very high total river flow this year. 
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ffi iency was 0.404, which was much lower than the 

- in -00 and 2007, respectively. In the past, spill efficiency 
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DISCUSSION 

During 2008, testing began after 28% of the general population of juvenile 

subyearling Chinook salmon had passed Lower Monumental Dam and finished when 

84% of these fish had passed. To minimize the potential tag effects, we tagged fish with 

a minimum weight of about 10 g. 

As occurred in previous years, a substantial proportion of treatment fish were not 

detected at the forebay entrance array after release. Twenty percent of treatment fish 

released 42 km upstream of Lower Monumental Dam were not detected after release. 

This percentage was lower than the previous two years of the study even considering the 

release location farther upstream and was likely a direct result of very high river flow 

during the study, which may ha e helped move fish downstream. Other factors that may 

have contributed to the percentage of non-detected fish include predation, water 

temperature, hydraulic conditions, and tag life. 

It is also possible that some fish ma have adopted a reservoir-type life history 

strategy, wherein they overwinter in reservoirs and complete their migration the 

following spring, at age 1 (Conner et al. 2005). In pre ious study years we have 

observed very few, if any, PIT-tag detections the following spring. The downstream 

telemetry arrays would not detect radio-tagged fish that delayed migration longer than the 

pre-determined tag life period of 10 d. However, the PIT-tags of these fish could 

potentially have been detected if they passed downstream projects while PIT detection 

systems were operational. 

Hydraulic conditions in the Snake River upstream from Lower Monumental Dam 

may also have contributed to delays in migration. Flow stratification with upstream 

directed surface flows were found to develop in July and to extend from Lower 

Monumental Dam several kilometers upstream, possibly delaying the migration of 

subyearling Chinook salmon (Cook et al. 2007). However because our releases were 

completed by 4 July 2008, this was not likely to have been an important factor 

influencing the lower-than-expected detections of treatment fish at the entry line. 

Temperatures above 20°C have been shown to disrupt physiological processes 

(Mesa et al. 2002), reduce levels of smoltification, and decrease growth (Marine and 

Cech 2004) in subyearling Chinook salmon, as well as to increase predation on these fish 

(Vigg and Burley 1991). In 2008, water temperature did not rise above 20°C until 

August, which was well after the study period. Therefore, temperature was not likely a 

contributor to the number of non-detected fish during this study. 
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Th total level of both piscivorous and avian predation on study fish is unknown, 

but pr dation almost certainly combined with other factors to account for the relatively 

Jar p r entage of fish not detected after release. The much higher river flows, which 

r du d fi r bay residence times, may also have reduced predation this year, but the 

hang in release location does not allow a comparison between study years. 

ian predation, as determined by radio and PIT-tag recoveries, was higher in 

� 0 than in 2006 or 2007. In 2006, tags from 0.8% of the total number of fish we 

re recovered. That increased to 2.9% in 2007 and 3.7% in 2008. The study 

\\ a onducted during the same general time period in 2007 and 2008, which was about a 

w k arli r than in 2006. 

D t ction rates at the forebay entry line in 2008 were again lower than expected, 
ut higher than those observed in previous study years, even with treatment fish being 

r I ed approximately 33 km farther upstream. This was likely due to the very high 
ri\' r flow present during the study period. In previous years we have observed lower 
d t tion rates on the forebay entry line at Lower Monumental than at Ice Harbor Dam 
\\ h n th ame collection of fish were tagged for each location by the same personnel. 

n idering thi result, we are confident that the condition of fish released at Lower 
. 1 numental Dam was not a factor in the lower-than-expected detection rate at the entry 
!in . I o, because detection probability at the forebay entry line was high, similar to 
r \ iou years we do not believe that missed detections contributed significantly to the 

low r d tection rate. 

R lease of treatment groups farther upstream this year allowed us to estimate pool 

urvi\al to the forebay entry line in addition to dam passage. 

rall high river flows throughout the 2008 study period influenced the passage 

m tn c mpared to previous years. The high flow and lower spill percentage resulted in 

a I \\ r pr portion of fish passing the project via the spillway. The largest percentage of 

fi h that p d through the spillway did so via the RSW, which also produced the 

h1 h t p int estimate of relative survival. The increased number of fish passing through 

tht: } p tern and turbine units allowed us to estimate survival through these routes 

.,., ith mu h higher precision than has been possible in the past. A summary table of 

r ult fr m the 2008 study of Lower Monumental Dam passage behavior and survival is 

pr nt d in ppendix E. 
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APPENDIX A: Evaluation of Study Assumptions 

We used the CJS model (Cormack 1964; Jolly 1965; Seber 1965) to estimate 

survival of radio-tagged juvenile Chinook salmon released above and below Lower 

Monumental Dam. Ratios of treatment to reference survival estimates were calculated to 

determine relative survival. Evaluation of critical model and biological assumptions of 

the study are detailed below. 

Al. Al] tagged fish have similar probabilities of detection at a detection location. 

Of the 2,362 radio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon released above Lower 

Monumental Dam, 1,891 were detected at either the entry line upstream from the dam or 

at the dam. Of these 1,891 fish, 1,576 (66.7% of those released) were detected either at 

or below the Burr Canyon transect. Of the 2,071 radio-tagged subyearling Chinook 

salmon released into the tailrace of Lower Monumental Dam, 2,007 (96.9% of those 

released) were detected either at or below Burr Canyon. 

Radio-telemetry detection probability at Burr Canyon approached 100%, with 

only 59 fish (1.6%) detected downstream that were not detected at Burr Canyon. With 

detection probabilities at or near 100% for both groups, there was no disparity between 

detection probabilities of treatment and reference groups (Appendix Table Al). 

Appendix Table Al. Detections at and below Burr Canyon and detection probabilities at 
Burr Canyon for evaluating survival of hatchery subyearling 
Chinook salmon passing Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. 

Release 
grou12 

Detection at 
Burr Can�on 

Detection at or below 
Burr Can�on 

Detection probability 
of fish at Burr Canyon 

Observed proportion 
of fish released 

Treatment 
Reference 

1,541 
1,983 

1,576 
2,007 

0.978 
0.988 

0.667 
0.969 

Totals 3,524 3,583 0.984 0.808 



2. Treatment and corresponding reference groups are evenly mixed and travel 
together through downstream reaches. 

An asswnption of the CJS model is that fish in all groups have equal probabilities 

f urvi al and detection downstream from the point ofrelease (i.e., the tailrace of Lower 

num ntal Dam). This assumption is reasonable if the release groups have similar 

pa ag di tributions at downstream detection sites, in this case, Burr Canyon and the 

fi r ba ofle Harbor Dam. To evaluate this assumption, we compared passage date 

p r entiles (] 0th, 20th, ... 80th, 90th) at both sites for treatment fish versus reference fish. 

Tr atm nt fish grouped at the BRZ by day were "paired" with tailrace fish grouped by 

r I a e da with the same pairings used in the survival analyses. Confidence intervals 

9 %) and t-tests were constructed for statistical comparison. However, the 

r a onabl ness of the asswnption was evaluated based on the biological size of these 

diffi r nee . 

Te t of homogeneity of arrival distributions at Ice Harbor Dam was statistically 

ignificant for all percentiles (Appendix table A2). The passage date of treatment fish at 

L \\er onumental Dam was paired with the release date of reference fish. Jee Harbor 

Dam ob ervations were grouped by date since nearly all fish were detected in less than 

"' d. gati e numbers indicate reference fish arriving later than treatment fish at Ice 

Harbor Dam. The difference in average passage timing was in the range of 0.2 days 

h) for the IO - 40th percentiles and rose to over 0.5 days for the 90th percentile of 
a age. 

e believe differences of only a few hours in arrival distributions were unlikely 

t ha b en biologically meaningful and thus it is reasonable to conclude that the 

urv 1 al timates were not significantly biased by violation of the assumption regarding 

mi. ing through the common reach. 
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Appendix Table A2. Test of homogeneity of arrival timing at lee Harbor Dam for 
treatment and reference groups of radio-tagged hatchery 
subyearling Chinook salmon used for estimating dam survival at 
Lower Monumental Dam, 2008. Shaded cells indicate significant 

differences in passage timing among tests (ex= 0.05). 

Passage Passage date difference at Ice Harbor Dam (da�s2

date 10th 20th 30th 40th 50th 60th 70th 80th 90th 

6/10 -0.382 -0.315 -0.296 -0.203 -0.107 0.055 0.159 0.202 0.117 

6/1 I -0.088 -0.183 -0.183 -0.255 -0.341 -0.414 -0.382 -0.433 -0.472 

6/12 0.157 0.074 -0.061 -0.025 -0.043 -0.111 -0.307 -0.710 -0.449 

6/13 -0.364 -0.131 -0.163 -0.104 -0.246 -0.340 -0.458 -0.593 -1.255 

6/14 -0.343 -0.388 -0.333 -0.398 -0.361 -0.536 -0.784 -1.049 -1.663 

6/15 -0.389 -0.088 -0.104 -0.137 -0.335 -0.708 -0.567 -0.087 -0.670 

6/16 -0.258 -0.063 -0.094 0.007 0.062 -0.183 -0.227 -0.158 -0.253 

6/17 -0.037 0.055 0.021 -0.070 -0.046 -0.116 -0.041 -0.164 -0.337 

6/18 -0.082 -0.007 -0.065 -0.102 -0.197 -0.406 -0.688 -0.792 -0.520 

6/19 -0.338 -0.268 -0.223 -0.132 -0.026 -0.085 -0.177 -0.385 -0.704 

6/20 -0.292 -0.280 -0.173 -0.046 -0.255 -0.245 -0.246 -0.423 -0.070 

6/21 -0.065 -0.205 -0.160 -0.148 -0.284 -0.256 -0.307 -0.558 -0.751 

6/22 -0.291 -0.276 -0.150 -0.198 -0.349 -0.347 -0.742 -0.833 -0.388 

6/23 -0.355 -0.260 -0.307 -0.338 -0.448 -0.380 -0.688 -1.055 -1. I 32 

6/24 0.151 -0.033 -0.200 -0.278 -0.252 -0.649 -0.857 - I. I 08 -0.918 

6/25 -0.047 -0.098 -0.070 -0.148 -0.154 -0.215 -0.432 -0.648 -0.660 

6/26 -0.747 -0.824 -0.715 -0.561 -0.568 -0.524 -0.398 -0.505 -0.578 

6/27 -0.465 -0.412 -0.270 -0.314 -0.526 -0.702 -0.705 -0.713 -0.778 

6/28 -0.476 -0.508 -0.460 -0.495 -0.499 -0.723 -0.778 -0.884 -0.638 

6/29 -0.303 -0.393 -0.387 -0.309 -0.481 -0.727 -0.699 -0.776 -1.014 

6/30 -0.152 -0.323 -0.270 -0.258 -0.316 -0.252 -0.426 -0.657 -0.821 

7/1 -0.216 -0.186 -0.177 -0.237 -0.309 -0.294 -0.424 -0.387 -0.724 

7/2 0.055 -0.005 -0.218 -0.181 -0.200 -0.057 -0.493 -0.271 -0.390 

7/3 -0.128 -0.342 -0.170 -0.165 -0.037 0.091 0.193 0.113 0.749 

7/4 0.026 0.050 -0.034 -0.179 -0.164 -0.191 -0.229 -0.075 0.187 

Mean difference (days) 

-0.217 -0.216 -0.210 -0.211 -0.259 -0.333 -0.428 -0.518 -0.565 

SE 0.043 0.041 0.031 0.028 0.034 0.049 0.057 0.072 0.098 

p 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

95%CI 
Lower -0.305 -0.30 I -0.274 -0.268 -0.330 -0.433 -0.545 -0.666 -0.768 

Upper -0.129 -0.131 -0.147 -0.154 -0.189 -0.232 -0.311 -0.370 -0.363 
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_. Indh iduaL tagg d for th tudy are a repr entati e ample of the population 

of int r t. 

Rl\a-run hat h r) ub) arling hin k almon er collected primarily at the 

l ,nl 1 . e I m .molt monit ring facilit) with additi nal fi h collected at the Lower 

1 numcntal I am fa ilit) fr m Jun t Jul . ub earling hinook almon, not 

prc\1 u. I) Pl 1-t ggc<l, \\ith ut an1 "i ual ign of di ea e or injuries, and weighing 10 g 

r m  re \\ere u. d Th tagging p ri d n mpa ed th pa age period between the 28 th 

1
an<l 4 � p r· nt1lc a <l n th I 0- car av rag ub arling hinook almon smolt 

in<l •. at l \\Cf numental Dam. vcrall m an length of tud fi h was 108 mm for 

Ii h r I a. e<l b th up trcam and d wn trearn fr m Lower Monumental Darn (Table 2). 

I he cncrall mean length river-run ub carling hinook almon collected at the Lower 

lonum ntal Dam m It nit ring a ilit during the tudy period was I 05 mm (Table 

). 1can overall \\ ight f b th treatment and control fi h wa 13 g (Table 4). 

I he tud) en mpa . ed ju t er 50% of th ju enile migration, and the mean 

lcn ith of tud) Ii. h wa great r than that f ri er-run Ii h o erall. Either ( or both) of 

the e ond1t1on· ma) have \i lated a umption 3, and hould be kept in mind when 

·on 1<lcnng the re ult·. I I "' \er, fi r th relati e urvi al e timates, fish sizes and 

re lea. c date \\Cr· n t differ nt between treatment and reference groups. 

\4. Th ta� and/ r tagging method doe not ignificantly affect the subsequent 

h ha, i r r ur vh al of th marked individual. 

umpti n 4 \ a not te ted for alidation in this study. However, the effects 

f radio tagging on uni al predation, growth and wimming performance of juvenile 

aim md ha pre\i u I b n aluated by Adams et al. (1988) and Hockersmith et al. 

(200 ). fr m th ir c n lu i n e a  urned that beha ior and survival were not 
1gndi antl1 affe t d o er th length of our tudy area. 
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AS. Fi h that di a a r ult f pa ing throu ut r not uh qu ntl) 
d tected at a do'""n tr am arra) that i. u u 1, I r th· t 
pa age rout . 

A umption tud). 

di lance between th num ntal I m and the fir I dtm n tre m 
dete tion arra wa n arr e. 11 uni, 11, r r 
Dam a 52 km d f L ,,. r t al. 
d ad radio-tagged fi int the e a 
were n t ub equentl at telcm tr. t th m 

e did relea e 23 tagged ft h th t had di d pri r t  r fi ren 

n n of tho e fi h er det t d n a d wn tr m rra1. 

A6. The radio tran mitter functioned prop rt. and for th pr d t rmin d p n d 

of time. 

All tran mitter er ch ck d pri r t  implantati n int a fi. h and again prior to 

r lea e, to en ur that th tran milter wa fun ti ning pr p rl). I ag. n t fun ti nin, 

pr per)} prior to implantation r n t u d in th tudy. v ral tag were held cul 

each day tagging t e aluate tag p rfi rman . f th 70 t g that ,,.er h Id I , lu le 

tag performance, all ran at lea t 9 da . Th refi re, we ar nfident thi a umpll n ,, 

m t. 

7. Treatment fi h that pa through a p cific r ut ar appr priat I) a 
that route. 

The route of pas ag for indi idual fi h wa d t rmin d fr m telcmctl} re ci, r 

and antenna arrays that m nitor d indi idual tur in intake . indn 1dual . illba. . nd th 

JB . Pa age route ere a ign d t indi idual fi h b · d n th la t dcte ti n ,, ithin 

pa age route and confirm d b ub qu nt d t ti n in th 1mm d1Jt I ilr . I ilr 

detection ere u ed to alidat pa ag b au it ,,.a_ r .. 1 I fi r fi ·h t d t t d n 

a pa age arra hile till in th fi r ba •. 



APPENDIXB 

Telemetry Data Processing and Reduction Flowchart 

Data CoHection and Storage 

Data from radio-telemetry studies are stored in the Juvenile Salmon Radio 

Telemetry project, an interactive database maintained by staff of the Fish Ecology 

Division at the OAA Fisheries orthwest Fisheries Science Center. This project tracks 

migration routes and passage of juvenile salmon and steelhead past dams within the 

Columbia and Snake Rivers using a network of radio receivers to record signals emitted 

from radio transmitters ("tags") implanted into the fish. Special emphasis is placed on 

routes of passage and on survival for individual routes at hydroelectric dams on the lower 

Columbia and Snake Rivers. The database includes observations of tagged fish and the 

locations and configurations of radio receivers and antennas. 

The majority of data supplied to the database are observations of tagged fish 

recorded at the various radio receivers, which the receivers store in hexadecimal format. 

The files are saved to a central computer four times daily and placed on an FTP server 

automatically once per day for downloading into the database. 

In addition, data in the form of daily updated tagging files were collected. These 

files contain the attributes of each fish tagged, along with the channel and code of the 

transmitter used and the date, time, and location of release after tagging. 

Data are consolidated into blocks in a summary form that lists each fish and the 

receiver on which it was detected. This summary includes the specific time of the first 

and last detection and the total number of detections in each block, with individual blocks 

defined as sequential detections having no more than a 5-min gap between detections. 

These summarized data were used for analyses. 

The processed in this database fall into three main categories or stages in the flow 

of data from input to output: loading, validation, and summarization. These are explained 

below and summarized in Appendix Figure B 1. 

The loading process consists of copying data files from their initial locations to 

the database server, converting the files from their original format into a format readable 

by SQL, and having SQL read the files and store the data in preliminary tables. 
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Data alidation 

During th alidation proce , the records stored in the preliminary tables are 

anal zed. d termine the tud ar, ite identifier, antenna identifier, and tag 

identifi r fi r each r cord, flagging them a in alid if one or more of these identifiers 

annot b d t rmin d. Re ord are flagged by storing brief comments in the edit notes 

fi Id. f edit n te a ociat d with each record are as follows: 

a alid b ervation of a tag. 

t Tagged: d note an ob ervation of a channel-code combination that was not in use at 
th time. uch alue are likely due to radio-frequency noise being picked up at an 
ant nna. 

R c rd: d note an ob ervation where the code is equal to 995, 997, or 999. 
The are not alid record , and relate to radio-frequency noise being picked up at 
the antenna. 

B ac n Re ord: hit r corded on channel = 5, code = 575, which indicate a beacon being 
u ed to en ur prop r functioning of the receivers. This combination does not 
indicate th pre ence of a tagged fish. 

Jn alid Record Date: denote an observation whose date/time is invalid (occurring before 
we tarted the databa e i.e., prior to I January 2004, or some time in the future). 
Due to impro ement in the data loading process, such records are unlikely to arise. 

Jn alid ite: denote an ob ervation attributed to an invalid (non-existent) site. These 
are t pically cau d by typographical errors in naming hex files at the receiver end. 

Th hould not be present in the database, since they should be filtered out during 
the data loading process. 

ln alid nt nna: denote an observation attributed to an invalid (non-existent) antenna. 
These are mo t likely due to electronic noise within the receiver. 

Lt tart time: a signed to records occurring prior to the time at tag was activated (its start 
time). 

Gt nd time: a ign d to records occurring after the end time on a tag (tags run for 1 O d 

once activated). 

In addition duplicate records (records for which the channel, code, site, antenna, 

date and time are the same as those of another record) are considered invalid. Finally, 

the record are copied from the preliminary tables into the appropriate storage table based 

on tudy year. The database can accommodate multiple years with differing sites and 

antenna configurations. Once a record's study year had been determined, its study year, 

ite and antenna are used to match it to a record in the sites table. 
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Generation of the ummary Table 

The summar tabl ummanz th fir t d tc ti n, la t d t ti n, and th unt 
detections for blocks for record within a it fi r a ingl fi h \\.her n tv. 
record are eparated b mor than a pecifi d numb r f mi nut urr ntl) u mg
min). 

FTP data from recci crs 
Uses Tracker oftware - 4 times daily 

Load record into a temporary 
table in the Oracle databa e 

In. ert re ords mto a pcnnancnt tahlc 
m the ra le databa. c 

Fish 

Fish 2 

Fish 1 

Divide records for ea h Ii h mto blo k (\�here no 2 
records are separated by more than S mm) 

Remove block that have too few record (threshold depend. 
on the particular site)- these arc likely no, e rec rd 

ummarize data in each block by in erting the fir t re ord, I t re rd 

and count of record into a ummary table 

Appendix Figure Bl. Flowchart of telem tr data �r ing and r du ti n u  d in 
e aluating b ha ior and urvt al at L r num ntal Darn fi r
ubyearling hinook almon, 200 . 
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APPENDIX C 

Spill Pattern 

Appendix Table Cl. Lower Monumental Dam spill pattern for 2008. RSW in Spillbay 8 
has a flow equivalent of 4.5 stops at elevation 537.0 ft msl. 
Summer spill pattern is highlighted. 
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APPENDIX D 

Detection Histories 

Appendix Table DL Detection histories of radio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon 

released above (treatment) and below (reference) Lower 
Monumental Dam to evaluate dam passage survival in 2008. The 

primary survival array was 16 km downstream from the dam; 
additional downstream arrays are shown in Figure 1. Detection 
histories are 1 = detected, 0 = not detected. 

Detection histories for dam survival estimates 
Primary survival array Post primary array n 

Treatment group (2,362) 
0 0 786 
1 0 309 
0 1 35 

1,232 
Reference group (2,071) 

0 0 64 
1 0 418 
0 1 24 

1,565 

Appendix Table D2. Detection histories of radio-tagged subyearling Chinook salmon 
released above (treatment) and below (reference) Lower 
Monumental Dam to evaluate concrete passage survival in 2008. 
The primary survival array was 16 km downstream from the dam; 
additional downstream arrays are shown in Figure 1. Detection 

histories are 1 = detected, 0 = not detected. 

Detection histories for concrete survival estimates 
Primary survival array Post primary array n 

Treatment group (1,714) 
0 0 262 
1 0 284 
0 28 
1 I, 140 

Reference group (2,071) 
0 0 64 
1 0 418 
0 24 

1,565 
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t tion hi tori f radi -tagged ub earling pp ndi. hinook abl salmon 
e (tr atrnent) and b lo\ (r ference) Lo er 

nurn ntal Darn to aluate o rail pillwa passage survival in 

200 . Th prirnar urvi al arra a 16 km downstream from the 

darn; additi nal down tr am array are hown in Figure 1. 

D t ti n hi t ri ar 1 = d te ted, 0 = not detected. 

Detection hi t rie for eillv ay 
Primary al array n

Treatment 
0 0 70

I 0 117 

0 12

I 482 

0 0 64 

I 0 418 

0 24 
1,565 

pp ndix Tab I D4. D t tion hi tori of radio-tagg d subyearling Chinook salmon 
r lea d abo e (treatment) and below (reference) Lower 

onum ntal Dam to aluate R W passage survival in 2008. The 
prirnar ur i al arra a 16 km down tream from the dam; 

additi nal down tream arra are shown in Figure 1. Detection 
hi t rie are 1 = detected 0 = not detected .. 

Detection hi torie for R w urvival e timate 

Treatment rou 410 
Primary urvi al array Po t erimary array n 

0 0 26 
I 0 71 
0 1 10 
I I 303 

Reference groug (2,071) 
0 0 64 
I 0 418 
0 24 

1,565 

-
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Appendix Table D5. D tection historie of radio-tagged ub earling hino k almon 

relea ed above (treatment) and belo refi ren e) Lo r 

Monumental Dam to valuate b pa pa ag urvi al in 200 . Th 

primary survi al arra wa 16 km down trcam from th darn: 
additional down tream arra ar hown in Figur I D t ti n. 
histories are I = det cted, 0 = n t det ct d. 

Detection hi torie for bypa 

Treatment group (780) 
n 

0 0 76 
I 0 146 
0 15 
l 4 

Reference group (2,071) 
0 0 64 
I 0 I 
0 2 

1.5 5 

Appendix Table D6. Det ction · · r di -ta hin 1- Im n 
ab nt a I \\ r 
nt alu \ i\al in 20 

urvi al arra am fr m th dam: 
.f'igur I D n 

Detection hi 
n Primary 

Treatment groug (226) 
0 0 2-

I 0 
0 4 

Reference group (2,071) 
0 0 4 

I 0 I 

0 I 24 

I I I. 6 
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APPENDIX E 

Study Summary 

Year: 2008 
Study site: Lower Monumental Dam 
Objectives of study: 
Evaluation of: forebay residence time 

fish passage efficiency 
fish guidance efficiency 
project survival 

passage distribution 
spill effectiveness 
route specific survival 
tailrace egress timing 

Fish: Species-race: river-run subyearling Chinook salmon 
Source: Lower Monumental and Little Goose Dam smolt monitoring facilities 

Fish size: Length 
median: 108 mm 
range: 95.2-144 mm 

Weight 
median: 13 g 

range: 10-35 g 

Tag: Type: Advanced Telemetry Systems 
Weight (g): 0.698 in air Volume (mm\ 268 

Implant procedure: surgical, study fish also PIT tagged at time of surgery 

Survival estimates: 
� 
dam 

Value 
0.879 

SE 
0.022 

Replicate size 
mean 69 (range 38-96) 

No. of replicates 
24 

Analytical model 
CJS 

concrete 
spillway 
RSW 

0.932 
0.920 
0.974 

0.022 
0.028 
0.027 

mean 65 (range 36-91) 
mean 26 (range 8-52) 
mean 16 (range 5-36) 

24 
24 
24 

CJS 
CJS 
CJS 

JBS 
turbines 

0.928 
0.960 

0.031 
0.057 

mean 28 (range 14-47) 
mean 8 (range 2-16) 

24 
23 

CJS 
CJS 

Passage 
metrics 
FPE 
SPE 

0.866 
0.404 

0.016 
0.018 

mean 73 (range 44-104) 
mean 73 (range 44-104) 

24 
24 

Spill 
effectiveness 1.46 0.140 mean 73 (range 44-104) 24 
FGE 0.775 0.019 mean 20 (range 24-60) 24 

Characteristics of estimate: survival estimates are relative to tail race ( control) releases 

Environmental/operating conditions 
Daily operations/conditions mean range 
Spill(%) 24 8.8-87.7 
Total river flow (kcfs) 
Water temperature (0C) 

106 
14.2 

49.3-171.0 
11.1-17.5 
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